This document is a guideline for registries and registrars on registering internationalized domain names (IDNs) based on (in alphabetical order) Bosnian, Bulgarian, Byelorussian, Kildin Sami, Macedonian, Montenegrin, Russian, Serbian, and Ukrainian languages in a DNS zone. It describes appropriate characters for registration and variant considerations for characters from Greek and Latin scripts with similar appearances and/or derivations.
Introduction
Cyrillic is one of a fairly small number of scripts that are used, with different subsets of characters, to write a large number of languages, some of which are not closely related to the others. When those languages might be used together in a zone (typical of generic TLDs (gTLDs) but likely in other zones both at and below the root), special considerations for intermixing characters may apply. Cyrillic also has the property that, while it is usually considered a separate script from the Latin (Roman) and Greek ones, it shares many characters with them, creating opportunities for visual confusion. Those difficulties are especially pronounced when "all of Cyrillic" is used rather than only the characters associated with a particular language.
This specification provides guidelines for the use of Cyrillic, as encoded in Unicode [Unicode52] with internationalized domain name (IDN) labels derived from most "European" languages that use the script (use of the term "European" is a convenience, since there is disagreement about the relevant boundaries for different purposes and, of course, much of Russia lies within geological Asia). Specifically, it covers (in alphabetic order) Bosnian, Bulgarian, While Cyrillic script is the primary one used for many of the relevant languages and countries, Latin script is often used instead of, or in combination with, it. Standard keyboards used in most of the countries have both Cyrillic and Latin characters. Therefore, some registries could use Latin scripts for domain name registration in their zones. From time to time, some registries and users have claimed that there is a requirement for mixing Cyrillic and Latin characters in the same label. We strongly recommend against such mixing as user confusion is almost certain to result. In addition, registries that support many scripts will probably encounter the need to support labels in Greek or Latin scripts as well as Cyrillic, and a large number of character forms are shared among those three scripts.
Because the DNS has no way for the end user to distinguish among the languages that might have been used to inspire a particular label, it seems useful to treat the characters of a large number of languages that use Cyrillic in their writing systems together, rather than trying to differentiate them. The discussion and tables in this specification should provide a foundation for developing more restrictive rules for zones in which only a single language is likely to be used, but it does not specify those language-specific rules.
Readers of this document should be aware that its recommendations are about use in DNS labels. The orthography for some of the languages involved, especially Kildin Sami, is not completely standardized and local usage sometimes permits substitution of Latin-based characters for their Cyrillic equivalents. Unless they are required by official orthographies, those substitutions should generally be avoided in DNS labels because of the risk of additional user confusion with the Latin characters that are visually similar.
Similar Characters and Variants
For some human languages, there are characters and/or strings that have equivalent or near-equivalent meanings. If someone is allowed to register a name with such a character or string, the registry might want to automatically register all the names that have the same meaning in that language. Further, some registries might want to restrict the set of characters to be registered for language-based reasons. A "string" is a sequence of one or more characters.
This document discusses characters that have equivalent or nearequivalent characters or strings. The "base character" is the character that has one or more equivalents; the "variant(s)" are the character(s) and/or string(s) that are equivalent to the base character.
A "registration bundle" is the set of all labels that comes from expanding all base characters for a single name into their variants.
A registry is the administrative authority for a DNS zone. That is, the registry is the body that makes and enforces policies that are used in a particular zone in the DNS. The term "registry" applies to all zones in the DNS, not only those that exist at the top level.
Languages and Characters
In the interest of clarity and balance, this document describes a "Base Cyrillic" set of 23 characters for use in comparing the character usage for Russian and Central European languages that use Cyrillic. The balance of this section compares the character usage of the individual languages in that group.
"Base Cyrillic" consists of the following Unicode code points (names associated with these code points and those below appear in Appendix A): U+0430, U+0431, U+0432, U+0433, U+0434, U+0435, U+0436, U+0437, U+043A, U+043B, U+043C, U+043D, U+043E, U+043F, U+0440, U+0441, U+0442, U+0443, U+0444, U+0445, U+0446, U+0447, U+0448.
In addition, modern writing systems that use Cyrillic do not have digits separate from the "European" ones used with Latin characters. For registries that permit digits to appear in domain name labels, the "Base Cyrillic" code point listed above should be considered to include U+0030, U+0031, U+0032, U+0033, U+0034, U+0035, U+0036, U+0037, U+0038, and U+0039 (Digit Zero, and Digit One through Digit Nine). The Hyphen-Minus character (U+002D) may also be used.
It is worth noting that the EU top-level domain registry allows Cyrillic registrations using 32 code points [EU-registry] . That list is sufficient for some of the languages listed here but not for others.
The individual languages that are the focus of this specification are discussed below (in English alphabetical order).
Bosnian and Serbian
Bosnian and Serbian have 30 letters in the alphabet and the additional seven characters to the base of 23 shared Cyrillic characters: U+0438, U+0458, U+0452, U+0459, U+045A, U+045B, U+045F.
Bulgarian
The Bulgarian alphabet has 30 characters, seven in addition to the basic 23: U+0438, U+0439, U+0449, U+044A, U+044C, U+044E, U+044F.
Byelorussian (Belarusian, Belarusan)
The Byelorussian (now often spelled Belarusian or Belarusan) alphabet has 32 characters, i.e., nine characters in addition to the Base Cyrillic set of 23 characters: U+0451, U+0456, U+0439, U+044B, U+044C, U+045E, U+044D, U+044E, U+044F. 
Macedonian
Macedonian has 31 characters in the alphabet. This is eight in addition to the basic set: U+0438, U+0458, U+0452, U+0459, U+045A, U+045C, U+045F, U+0491, U+0455.
Montenegrin
According to the most recent, and now final, government specification [MontenegrinChars], Montenegrin has 32 characters in its alphabet, including two that have no precomposed forms in Unicode. This is nine in addition to the basic set and two in addition to Bosnian and Serbian: U+0437 U+0301, U+0438, U+0441 U+0301, U+0452, U+0458, U+0459, U+045A, U+045B, U+045F.
See Bosnian, Section 2.1, above.
Russian
The current Russian alphabet has 33 characters, consisting of the Base Cyrillic set plus an additional ten characters: U+0451, U+0438, U+0439, U+0449, U+044A, U+044B, U+044C, U+044D, U+044E, U+044F.
Serbian
See Bosnian, Section 2.1, above. 
Table Processing Rules
The input to the process is called the "input label". The output of the process is either failure (the input label cannot be registered at all), or a registration bundle that contains one or more labels in A-label form.
Table Format
The table in Appendix A consists of four columns. The first and second identify the Cyrillic character, and the third and fourth identify Latin or Greek characters that might be easily confused with them visually. If both a Latin and Greek character are present, the Greek one appears in the third and fourth columns on the subsequent line (with "..." in the first column to indicate more information about the character specified on the previous line). Variants needed only because of case folding are shown with "+++" in the first column, as noted in the table.
Each character in the table is given in the "U+" notation for Unicode characters followed, in the next column, by its name as shown in the Unicode Standard. For easy reference, the characters are listed in the order in which they appear in the Unicode Standard.
The table does not, and any future revision MUST NOT, have more than one entry for a particular base character.
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Steps after Registering an Input Label
A registry has at least three policy options for handling the cases where the registration bundle has more than one label. These options, and their key implications, are:
o Allocate all labels to the same registrant, making the zone information identical to that of the input label.
This option will cause end users to be able to find names with variants more easily, but will result in larger zone files. In principle, the zone file could become so large that it could negatively affect the ability of the registry to perform name resolution.
o Block all labels so they cannot be registered in the future.
This option does not increase the size of the zone file, but it may cause end users to not be able to find names with variants that they would expect.
o Allocate some labels and block some other labels.
This option is likely to cause the most confusion with users because including some variants will cause a name to be found, but using other variants will cause the name to be not found.
With any of these three options, the registry MUST keep a database that links each label in the registration bundle to the input label. This link needs to be maintained so that changes in the non-DNS registration information (such as the label's owner name and address) are reflected in every member of the registration bundle as well.
Security Considerations
The information provided in this document may assist DNS zone administrators and registrants in selecting names that are less likely to be confused with others and in adopting policies that help avoid confusion. It may also assist user-interface designers in identifying possible areas of confusion so that they can better protect users. The document otherwise has no consequences for the security of the Internet. These additional, possibly required, variants are shown below with "+++" in the first column of the table.
"..." in the first column is used to indicate more information about the character specified on the previous line.
